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Touch mark information 
 

Thanks for your enquiry. Below are some common customer questions regarding touch marks and some 
information customers should consider when commissioning a touch mark. Each is discussed in a related 
section.  

1 What application is the touch mark designed for? 

2 What size is the touch mark? 

3 Can you make a larger touch mark? 

4 Can you personalise a touch mark? 

5 What is the touch mark made from? 

6 How are they made? 

7 How is it finished? 

8 How to align the touch mark? 

9 Are there any special handling considerations? 

10 Safety 

11 Touch mark design 

12 Touch mark size versus stamping force 

13 Usage on timber 

14 Design File Format 

15 Pricing 

16 Lead time 

17 Ordering a touch mark 

18 Delivery 
 
If you have any further questions, please contact me at christian@kunstmade.com.au. You can check my 
Instagram page @kunstmade (https://www.instagram.com/kunstmade/) for examples of customer touch marks 
and my other work. 
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1 What application is the touch mark designed for? 
 
The standard touch marks are designed for marking hot steel. The touch marks may also be used to mark wood. 
The standard touch mark is not designed for marking cold steel. Other metal marking stamps designed to mark 
the outline line of a design with a 30/45 bevel are more suitable for cold work applications. These types of 
stamps can be produced as a special order. 

2 What size is the touch mark? 
 
The most common size touch mark is ~180mm and 20.6mm in diameter with a draft/transition of ~30mm from 
the body to the face. 180mm long is a good handling length. It keeps your hand away from the work and means 
that you don’t need tongs to hold it.  Different lengths can be made upon request.  
 
A CAD model of a typical touch mark can be found at: http://a360.co/2yyCylX 

3 Can you make a larger touch mark? 
 
Larger touch marks can be made however it’s much harder to leave an impression as the amount of metal to be 
displaced increases. It is possible to machine different sizes although it’s dependent on stock availability from 
the metal suppliers. Larger touch marks are made in two pieces. A 25mm handle and a tip inserted into the 
handle. Both are made from hot work tool steel. 

4 Can you personalise a touch mark? 
 
Touch marks are engraved with the owner’s name or business name as standard. Alternate text can be engraved. 

5 What is the touch mark made from? 
 
The standard touch marks are designed for hot work applications. To cope with this are made from 
Voestalpine/Bohler W302 hot work air hardening tool steel 
(https://www.voestalpine.com/highperformancemetals/australia/en/hot-works/). They are through hardened and 
double tempered firstly at 500degC and then 470degC to ~53 Rockwell. They can be used in cold work 
applications where the material hardness is less than 53 Rockwell. 

6 How are they made? 
 
The touch marks go through several processes. The basic form is CNC turned and milled. The designs are then 
either CNC milled or laser deep engraved depending on the design. The design is incorporated in a model that 
allows the CAM software to develop the necessary cutting paths. For standard hot work touch marks the depth 
of the face is 1mm with a 15-degree draft angle. Cold work touch marks are 0.6mm deep and have either a 
30/45-degree draft angle. The touch mark is then cleaned up to remove cutting marks on the face. It is then 
wrapped in stainless steel foil to minimise oxidization before being heat treated.  
 

7 How is it finished? 
 
The finish on the touch mark is from the hardening and tempering process and there will be some differences in 
colouring over the touch mark due to oxidization. It has been left on to offer some rust protection. Even so, 
W302 is not a stainless steel and is susceptible to rust so it’s a good idea to use your favourite rust preventative. 
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8 How to align the touch mark? 
 
To facilitate quick alignment a flat has been machined on the touch mark. This flat is in line with the top of 
your mark. This is so that you can align it and sight along the line where you want the top of your mark to be 
before resting the touch mark on hot metal. 

9 Are there any special handling considerations? 
 
It’s important not to exceed 470degC as some hardness will be lost. Whilst the touch mark has been designed to 
leave an impression in red hot steel, if you have a fine mark it’s a good idea not leave the mark sitting on the 
metal for long. DO NOT use the touch mark to steady a hot workpiece while you reach for a hammer etc. If 
you have a mark with fine detail leaving it on the surface of the work piece may result in losing the temper in 
the mark, causing failure.  
 
Typically, there isn’t any need to quench the touch mark between impressions, however if you have a touch 
mark with fine detail you may want to cool it between impressions. 

10 Safety 
 
Touchmarks are through hardened to ~53-54 HRC including the striking face. This is to prevent damage to the 
touchmark. Many hammers are also hardened and striking the touchmark may result in chipping of the 
touchmark or hammer. We recommend using a non-hardened hammer for striking the touchmark and the use of 
safety eye wear. 

11 Touch mark design 
 
Most designs can be made but the resulting impression may not meet expectations. The information below is 
provided to help understand how a design will affect the results. Your original design may need to be altered in 
order to provide the wanted impression. 
 
It’s important to consider how your design scales. The logo that you view on your screen at 100mm x 100mm 
may not work when it is scaled down to 10mm x 10mm. A lot of detail is lost when scaled down. A good 
exercise is to print your design out at its intended touch mark size and see how it looks. Particularly consider 
the spacing between the elements of your design. The 2mm gap at 100mm will become 0.2mm at 10mm. Its 
barely visible, will probably be lost in the impression and it’s more complicated to machine adding to the cost. 
Very fine details are also prone to over heating and loosing temper if left on hot steel too long. 
 
Spacing between the elements also need to be considered. The touch marks are machined with a 15deg draft 
angle. This angle is a compromise between adding strength to the stamp and allowing detail at a greater depth. 
Due to the draft angle this limit how deep a cutter can cut between elements. The figures below illustrate the 
different between a 15-degree draft and a 45-degree draft between two elements. You can see that the 15-degree 
draft allows more detail, whereas a 45-degree draft gives a shallow/wide impression. 
 

     
   15 degree draft     45 degree draft 
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If you’d like to visualise this effect in 3D for the 15deg draft see: https://a360.co/309RT73 and the 45deg draft 
see https://a360.co/31jxNZz . 
 
The spacing between elements in your design will affect how deep the engraving will go. 

 
You can see from the diagram above that due to the touchmark draft the smaller the gap between the design 
element means less stamp depth will be achieved. For example, elements that have a distance between them of 
0.2mm will result in a maximum stamp depth of ~0.37mm in the space between them. To achieve a full 
stamping depth of 1mm design elements need a spacing ~0.55mm and to achieve a full depth of 1.5mm 
elements need a gap of 0.8mm. These distances may not sound like much but when your design is 10mm in 
diameter, 0.8mm is 8% of your design. Please consider what depth profile you’d like for your stamp. 
 
A larger design can incorporate more detail but will leave a shallower impression. A smaller design will leave a 
deeper impression but doesn’t hold as much detail. A design with a larger surface area will take more force to 
stamp (see section 10 below). If you do want a larger design consider removing details such as fine text or a 
border around the design as these can significantly add to the surface area. The sweet spot for hammer 
impression seems to be a design around 10 to 12mm in diameter.  

12 Touch mark size versus stamping force 
 
It is important to note that as the touch mark size increases the forging force required increases by a larger 
amount. For example: a stamp with a rectangle 6mm x 6mm in size would take 100.8kN of force. If we double 
the size of the rectangle to 12mm x 12mm the force would increase to 403.2kN. Doubling in size results in 
quadrupling the forging force needed to achieve the same depth. 
 
Visualise three touch marks with the letter “K”, 6mm, 12mm and 18mm high as depicted below. The table 
beneath it shows how the area and forging force required quickly increase with size. 
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STAMP HEIGHT 6mm 12mm 18mm 

AREA 10.9mm2 43.5mm2 97mm2 

FORGING FORCE  30.5kN 121.8kN 271.6kN 
 
Adding a 1mm border the around the 12mm “K” adds an extra 61.5mm2 of surface area. Instead of 121.8kN of 
forging force it would require 294kN. This is more than the 18mm “K”. 
 
The practical effect is that you have to hit MUCH harder on the larger stamps to penetrate to the same depth as 
the 6mm touch mark. However, given that the force of a hammer blow is relatively constant and limited the 
effect is that stamp will rapidly become shallower as the area increases.       
 
If you’d like to understand more about how the forging force is calculated read below. 

12.1 Force the details 
 
The formula for Forging force in impression die forging is: F=kYfA 
Where: 
 K=multiplication factor Simple shapes without flash 3-5 (4 assumed in the above calculations) 
 Yf=material flow stress (700 assumed in above calculations). 
 A = Area 

Note: The K and Yf values used are example constant values. The purpose is to illustrate the effect of A. 
 
The Flow stress factor is experimentally or theoretical derived and is dependent on material, strain and 
temperature. It’s basically how easily the material flows once it starts to flow. The information is commonly 
available in graph form as shown in the figures below. 
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The figure above shows that different materials have a different flow stress. That’s why you can use a large 
touch mark to impress aluminium because the lower flow stress value Yf results in less forging force. You can 
get away with using a larger touch mark on softer materials. 
 

 
The figure above shows how the flow stress value Yf changes with temperature. That’s why forging hot metals 
requires less force than trying the forge the same metal when cold. 
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So, when designing your touch mark please consider the materials you want to impress, whether you’ll be 
doing it hot or cold and most importantly the force available to impress your stamp as this will directly affect 
the results. 
 
Note: The above figures were taken from: https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/bbm%3A978-3-662-04013-3%2F1.pdf 

13 Usage on timber 
 
Touch marks can also be used to mark wood; however, the grain needs to be considered as to how effective an 
impression will be. Stamping on end grain typically leaves a crisp impression. Fine grain timber leaves a clear 
impression. The image below shows impressions (from top) in Blackbutt, Walnut, Maple and Myrtle. For 
reference “Melbourne” is 3mm high and 22mm wide. The “SP” is 10mm high. 
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Stamping on long grain leaves a variable impression very dependent on the species of timber to be stamping. 
Stamping coarse grain timbers may leave a splintered impression. The image below shows the same touch 
marks being used on the same timber samples as above but on long grain.  
 

 
 
As such please consider your application and where you plan to use the touch mark on your work.  
 

14 Design File Format 
 
Ideally the design is provided in a vector format such as SVG, EPS, DXF or AI. This allows the design to be 
incorporated in a CAD model. JPG doesn’t work because it’s a series of dots that doesn’t allow for scaling. If 
you only have a hand drawn design that’s okay, I can produce a vector design but there is additional cost for it. 
If you want to try to develop a vector format design yourself Inkscape (https://inkscape.org/en/) is a free vector 
graphics drawing program. 
 
More information regarding vector versus raster and file formats can be found here: 
http://www.kunstmade.com.au/files/ImageRequirements.pdf 
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15 Pricing 
 
The minimum touch mark cost is $190 AUD (inc.GST) for the 20.6mm diameter touch mark and $230 AUD 
(inc.GST) for a 25mm touch mark. Each touch mark is then priced based on the supplied design. If the design 
requires a lofted nose (as opposed to a conical one) there’s an addition $20 cost. Some designs need more work 
to incorporate into a CAD model and take more time to cut. There’s no reduction in cost if you order more than 
one mark of different designs.  Touch marks are invoiced upon completion. Touch marks are dispatched once 
payment is made. Payment can be made through EFT to the nominated account or if overseas through Paypal.  

16 Lead time 
 
Lead time is dependent on the orders for touch marks. To keep costs down they’re made in batches. The aim is 
to produce them within 3 weeks. A more precise time frame can be provided on inquiry. Touch marks can be 
produced as a rush service but there is additional cost for this. 

17 Ordering a touch mark 
 
Once you accept the quoted price the design will be incorporated into a CAD model. You will be sent a picture 
for final approval. 

18 Delivery 
 
Touch marks can be posted at the customer’s expense. We typically use Australia Post typically the cost is 
~$15.00. 
 
 
 


